Account Based Marketing with Marketo

Why Account Based Marketing?
Ø

Clear ROI
Effective ABM drives clear business results. In
fact, compared to other marketing initiatives,
the 2014 ITSMA Account-Based Marketing
Survey found that “ABM delivers the highest
Return on Investment of any B2B marketing
strategy or tactic.”

Ø

Tracking Goals & Measurement is Clear
When you’re analyzing the effectiveness
of campaigns, whether email, ads, web, or
events, it’s easier to draw clear
conclusions, because you look at a smaller
set of target accounts instead of a vast set
of metrics.

Ø

Reduced Resource Waste
Because ABM is so targeted, it allows
marketers to focus their resources efficiently
and run marketing programs that are
specifically optimized for target accounts.

Ø

Ø

It’s Personal and Optimized
ABM entails personalizing your messaging and
communications to specific accounts so that
your campaigns resonate with these target
audiences. Targeted customers are more likely
to engage with content that is geared
specifically to them, and is relevant to their
business and stage in the buyer journey.

Sales Alignment is Easier
ABM is perhaps one of the most efficient
ways to align sales and marketing. This is
primarily due to the fact that the
marketer running an ABM program
operates with a mindset very similar to
sales—thinking in terms of accounts and
how to target them, bring them to the
table, and generate revenue from them.
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Sales and Marketing Goals Alignment

Ø

Define high level goals with your sales and marketing teams

Ø

Get alignment to leverage

Ø

Identify success metrics

Ø

Agree on time period

Define Target Account & Segments
Create Named Accounts & Lists
Ø

Discuss criteria for identifying target accounts and lists with Sales and Marketing

Ø

Define your Tier 1 Accounts and Lists – Named Accounts

Ø

Define your Tier 2 Accounts and Lists – Target Segments, Industries, etc.

Ø

Develop your Target Account profiles who make up the buying center of your products

Populate ABM Lists in Marketo

Ø

Identify accounts in Salesforce that are part of the Targeted Lists

Ø

Identify accounts in Marketo that are part of the Targeted Lists

Ø

Build your engagement accounts within the accounts module in Marketo

Ø

Build and activate data management programs to assign/remove people from lists

Ø

Generate Named and Target Account lists in Marketo

Execute Targeted Cross-Channel
Campaigns
Ø

Create personalized content and messaging for the target lists and accounts

Ø

Define which content goes to each of the target accounts and lists

Ø

Execute campaigns (email, events, engagement programs)

Ø

Define success paths for various campaigns (openedàclickedàfilled out form, etc.)

Account Scoring Methodology and Action
Steps
Ø

Build scores to measure behaviors that indicate engagement

Ø

Define Account Scoring model for your targeted accounts and lists

Ø

Integrate any third-party Account Scoring solutions

Ø

Determine what actions you want to have happen at certain thresholds

Reporting and Analytics

Ø

Define reporting objectives

Ø

Setup primary Marketo ABM dashboard elements

Ø

Review account level dashboard and drilldown reports

Ø

Create subscriptions to reports that should be shared

Target Account Refinement with Sales

Ø

Review current Account Based Marketing approach and results with Sales

Ø

Make any necessary adjustments to the target account lists or segments

Ø

Make any necessary changes to the Account Scoring and Lead Scoring methodology

Ø

Modify any reports to demonstrate value or ROI of marketing programs

Building in Marketo – Setup
Ø

Step One: Issue a License - Decide who on your team is going to be using ABM.

Ø

Step Two: Set Permissions - Assign specific aspects of ABM to certain users, or simply
grant full ABM access.

Ø

Step Three: Configure your Account Score - You must first configure lead scoring and
apply it to Account Scores

Building in Marketo - Target
Ø

Step Four: Configure CRM Mapping - Part one of this step takes place in your CRM. The second
part is done in Marketo (if you don't use a CRM, skip this step).

Ø

Step Five: Create Named Accounts - Named Accounts hold the people from the companies
you're targeting. Do this by:

Ø

Ø

Importing Named Accounts - Upload a list of potential target accounts directly into ABM
(this can be a list that you exported from your CRM)

Ø

Discovering CRM Accounts - View a list of all CRM accounts synced into Marketo and filter
using key attributes (i.e. industry) to create named accounts

Ø

Discovering Marketo Companies - View a list of companies from sources other than your
CRM and filter using key attributes to create named accounts

Ø

Creating a named account manually - If you create a named account manually, your next
step is to fill it with people manually

Optional Step: Create and set-up Account Lists - Group accounts into lists allowing you to
target named accounts by industry, location, or size of the company.

Building in Marketo - Target

Building in Marketo - Engage
Ø

Listen and act on important account
-level behavioral activities across
different channels (e.g. email, web,
ads) using account-level triggers

Ø

Use Account Filters and Triggers
in your Smart Lists to find members
of your lists

Building in Marketo - Personalize
Ø

Ø

When you use Marketo Web Personalization and the new Account Based Marketing (ABM):
Ø

Account Lists are synced to Web Personalization for use in Segmentation. Select them from
the drop-down

Ø

In Web Personalization, you can create segments targeting accounts from the Account
List you created in ABM, and personalize content for these accounts

Remarket: Target prospects who have visited your site in the past with
display advertising based on who they are and what they did.
Ø

Lives in the Web Personalization tile

Ø

Send data to remarketing platforms to run campaigns
(Facebook, Google)

Building in Marketo - Measure
Ø

ABM Main Dashboard
Ø

A summary of your Account
Based Marketing efforts. You're
able to see the target accounts
or account lists that are
showing success, and the ones
that need more attention.

Ø

Create and subscribe to Reports and
send to Sales

Ø

Build revenue-based reports using
the ABM-specific Named Account
dimension in Revenue Cycle
Analytics.

Ø

See the Performance of your Key
Accounts Lists
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RESOURCES
• Overview: https://docs.marketo.com/display/public/DOCS/Account+Based+Marketing+Overview
• Account Based Web Remarketing: https://docs.marketo.com/display/public/DOCS/Account-Based+Web+Marketing
•
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